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Workspace Solutions for the 21** Century 
  

More than half our life is dedicated to our work. 

So much of this work is conducted and transacted within 

and across this ubiquitous thing called office furniture that 

we often forget it’s even there. 

The cubicles.com team is dedicated to assisting you with 

affordably fulfilling your vision for a new office environment. 

We will work with you to create a smart office plan that 

maximizes available square footage, optimizes workflow, 

impresses the guests, and makes your team feel happy to 

come to work every morning. 

0,™ corporate office furniture is a dynamic modular system 

designed to stand out and stand up to today’s modern 

work force demands. Compatible with Herman Miller AO2 
systems, O,™ is built upon a strong foundation of quality 

manufacturing standards, smart engineering practices, and 

sustainably sourced materials. 

When you combine our professional interior design and space 

planning services with our performance grade furniture, it’s 

a fairly sure thing that you'll love the outcome. From first 

contact through project completion we're here to listen to 

your goals, guide you to your best options, and respect 

your investment decisions. We're here to work for you! 
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So flexible, in fact, that we can even build Need more traditional, |, private sae but 
you stations with no panels at all! Electrical want to add some flare? Cubicle windows 

options and wire management are still are a great feature. Top your panels with 
available even if not managed with panels. clear or frosted glass stackers for a nice view. 

  

Yes, you CAN have the best of both worlds. Just Say No to cubicle claustrophobia! Break 
Mix and match up to seven diferent panel up straight rows of workstations and create 
heights that make room for hanging storage dimension to your layout with “dogbone” 
capabilities without feeling too boxed in. clusters. Works best with mobile pedestals. 

  

Need ultimate privacy, but wish to avoid Cubicles have come a long way, baby. 
the hassle of sheetrock walls? We offer We can make O, Office Furniture Systems 
up to 103”H fabric or glass panels with a into virtually anything and everything you 
locking door for a classic private office. need to be productive and get to work. 
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MONOLITHIC -vs- TILED PANELS | 
  

Monolithic Panels (All-In-One) 

14”H FABRIC STACK-ON PAN 
67°H FABRIC MONOLITHIC PANEL 

EL 

14”H MARKER BOARD STACK-ON PANEL 

  

  

      

Tiled Panels (Frame + Skins) 

14”H FABRIC TILE 
14”H LAMINATE TILE 
7"H FABRIC TILE 

  

  

    | = 

7"H LAMINATE TILE 
18"H PERFORATED STEEL TILE 

  

14”H GLASS STACK-ON PANEL 

53”H FABRIC MONOLITHIC PANEL 

  

39H LAMINATE MONOLITHIC PANEL 

14”H FABRIC TILE 
14”H MARKER BOARD TILE 

7”"H FABRIC TILE 14”H GLASS TILE 
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MONOLITHIC PANELS 
  

Efficient & Economical 
Monolithic panels may sound like something from prehistoric times, but when it comes to office 
furniture, “monolithic” simply describes cubicle panels with the entire frame covered in one 
complete material on each side. Most commonly, this material is fabric. But if there’s a little 
wiggle room in the budget, you can upgrade to painted metal, solid color laminates, woodgrain 
laminates, and even real wood veneers (how posh!). Cubicle panels come in multiple widths and 
heights, and accept “stack ons” to the panel tops including glass, accent fabric, and marker board. 

  

  

Panel Heights & Widths 
85"H 

  

  

      

  

42"W Stack On Panel Options 

67H PANEL 67°H PANEL 67”H PANEL    
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Unlike their monolithic brothers, tiled panels have open frame structures 
that can be covered on both sides in sections with skins, or “tiles”. 
They give you the flexibility to create a unique look for your office by 

mixing and matching colors and materials however you wish. 

Tiles are available in perforated painted metal, clear or frosted glass, 
acoustical tiles covered in fabric with hundreds of options for patterns 
and colors, laminate colors or woodgrains, and even open frame options 

for situations that need an open pass through. 

  

With so many options at your fingertips, you can use tiles to highlight 
or accent certain colors or materials already present in your office 

environment. For example, you can pick laminate woodgrain tiles that 

match your existing private office or conference room furniture. Or, 
you can match the elements in your flooring or window treatments. 

  

FRAME STACKER PANEL TILE | TILE 
HEIGHTS | HEIGHTS HEIGHTS HEIGHTS WIDTHS 

39” 8” 39” a 24” 
53” 14” 53" 14” 30” 
47" 18” 67” 36" 67” 20” 85” 42" 

22” 103” 48” 
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STANDARD TILE CONFIGURATIONS | 
  

39°H Frame    
47H 

   
5° Base   
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MODULAR WALLS 
  

Refine Your Space 

In today’s collaborative work environment, modular walls allow the open plan concept to be paired with dedicated 
private spaces to help manage distraction and facilitate focused or confidential matters. Create a new conference 
room or private office at a cost worth comparing to standard sheetrock or drywall construction. These floor to 

“almost ceiling” modular walls and doors can accommodate up to 9 feet high. With plenty of finish and material 

options - fabric, acoustic, laminate woodgrains or solid colors, and glass - our modular office panel walls are sure 

to satisfy your designer's aesthetic, your facility manager’s demand for durability, and your CFO's bottom line. 

18" 

a5" 

            
SEGMENTED 95” MONOLITHIC 95” SEGMENTED 99” SEGMENTED 103” SEGMENTED 107” MONOLITHIC 107” 

Doors for Offices | 53”H & 67”H Sliding doors 
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85”H Hinge doors     
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Ever since the open office layout has become popular, the demand for high visibility and low 

cubicle walls has created the need for a new way to store items. Without those tall office panels, 

you can’t have overhead bins or shelves. So where do you store all your stuff? Down below, of 

course. The O, System includes an attractive set of under desk storage components to minimize 
your desktop clutter, organize your books, binders and files, and protect your valuables. 

We offer these metal storage units in widths of 30”, 36” and 42”. They are 24”H and come standard 
with a metal top. You have the option to upgrade to a laminate or seat cushion top. You may 

prefer to add metal standoffs and a “floating” laminate worktop to raise it up to a height that 
is flush with your regular work surface. Storage options include an open cubby with an adjustable 
shelf, a cabinet with a sliding door, or a box/filing drawer (20”W mobile version also available). 

Standard features include wire management, square legs, and full pull drawers. The locking doors 

and drawers can be keyed alike, or all have unique keys depending on your preference. Units are 

powder coated in your choice of any trim paint color offered in your selected program. 
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PEDESTAL STORAGE 
  

Stationary Filing Pedestals 

Hands down, the most popular item included in a typical cubicle is a set of drawers underneath the 
work surface, commonly referred to as a filing pedestal. “Box” drawers are 6”H drawers used for 
pens, pencils, and personals. “File” drawers are 12”H for hanging file folders or larger personal items. 

Structural units are open on top and mount to the inside of your workstation (and are least expensive). 
Freestanding versions come with a closed top and can go anywhere. Each unit includes one lock for all 

drawers, and units can be keyed alike or independently according to your preference. All models can 
be powder coated in your choice of any trim paint included in your selected program. 
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Tight on space? 
—— Get a pelican drawer 

HANGING BOX-FILE 

20"D 

STRUCTURAL BOX-BOX-FILE STRUCTURAL FILE-FILE 
21" or 23" D 21” of 23° D 

Mobile Filing Pedestals 

Sometimes you might need your storage to be near you, while other times you need it to 
be near something else. Wheels to the rescue! Mobile pedestals are similar to the structural 
ones, but are built slightly smaller. Optional upgrades include colorful seat cushions. 
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LATERALS & STORAGE TOWERS. 
  

Storage Towers 

Lockable storage towers are 24”W x 20”D, and come in short, medium and tall heights. 

Select left/right orientation, and a paint color from your program. 

  
        

37”°H TOWER 51°H TOWER 63”H TOWER 

Lateral Files 

All lateral filing cabinets are lockable, accommodate legal or letter size hanging files, and include built-in 
counterweights for anti-tip safety. Options include 2-5 drawers, 30/36/42" widths, and paint colors 
according to your selected program. 2 drawer units can be mounted underneath a work surface. 

      

  
        alll 
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OVERHEAD STORAGE 
  

Flip Top Cabinets 

Secure your belongings with a lockable storage bin. The overhead cabinets will hang on panels at 
least 62"H, and come in 24-30-36-42-48-60 inch widths. The flipper doors can be painted any trim 
color or covered in any fabric color that’s part of your selected program. You can also opt for a white 
marker board for the door. Each cabinet holds up to 150lbs and can be keyed alike or separately. 

  

B STYLE PAINTED METAL DOOR RADIUSED EDGE AND AN AESTHETIC APPEAL 

Open Shelves 
just like the flip top cabinets, open shelves come in 24-60” widths and can hold up to 150lbs. The 

half-height option can hang on a 53”H panel, and the full-height option can hang on a panel 62”H 

or taller. Choose from any trim paint color available in your selected program. 

  

B STYLE OPEN SHELF 7.5"H x 12”D 

Sliding Door Cabinets 
Part of the O, Style Program, lockable sliding door cabinets will certainly add style to your 
stations. These can be panel-hanging or upmounted, metal or fabric doors, 24-60”W. 

    
  

PANEL HANGING UPMOUNTED 
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ORGANIZERS 
  

Organize Your Thoughts 

Post reminders, make to-do lists, and tack that important business card that you don’t want to lose. 

Our tack boards mount to any panel width 24-60”W and can be covered in any fabric color from 
your selected program. Dry erase marker boards can also be mounted to panels 24-48”’W (with 

an optional marker board tray) or can be integrated into the panel as a stack-on topper. 

   
FABRIC TACK BOARD MARKER BOARD MARKER BOARD STACK-ON 

Manage Your Paperwork 
Keep your desktop clear and your files within reach. Mount a tool rail bar to any panel 24-60”W and 

hang a variety of paper organizers suitable for the work at hand. Tool bars will hold up to 25lbs and 
come in the trim paint colors of your chosen program. Each organizer will hold up to 5lbs. 

— Nv 

  

TOOL RAIL BAR BINDER HOLDER 

DIAGONAL TRAY VERTICAL TRAY 

Hang Your Hat Protect Your Pencils 

We offer detachable metal coat hooks that hang Don't let your coworker steal your 
on panel rails, and plastic hooks that attach over favorite pen. Keep it safely tucked away, 
the top of a panel wall. Both come in black. out of sight! 

———_ ] 
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PRIVACY MANAGEMENT 
  

Privacy Screens 
Privacy screens are a must have visual barrier (or workspace sneeze guard) when it comes to 

adding a degree of privacy to the realm of the open office. They can be mounted to panel tops, 
desktops, or even underneath a surface as modesty panel. Standard height options include 8-24". 
Available in clear or frosted glass, plexiglass, or any fabric colors from your selected program. 

Permanent and temporary hardware available in satin nickel or painted black, brown, or white. 

   

    En Pr q 

PANEL MOUNTED DESK MOUNTED MODESTY MOUNTED 

Desk Screen Dividers 
Enhance your work area with an all-in-one desk screen divider, which serves as a privacy screen 
and a modesty panel at the same time. These clamp straight onto the front of your work surface 
and offer 15” of coverage both above and below (30” total height). A great way to add a nice pop 
of color to your office furnishings, desk dividers come in your choice of any fabric color from your 
selected program, and the clamps can be painted any trim paint color from the same.        

PANEL PRIVACY SCREEN MODESTY SCREEN DESK SCREEN DIVIDER 
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ERGONOMICS 
  

CPU Holders Sit Stand Desk Risers 

Strap it. Dock it. Roll it. These low cost options Stand up for your health. Turn your desk into a 
keep PC towers tucked away & instantly accessible. sit-stand dynamo - manual & electric options. 

TT 

= \ 

EMERGE 

       
STRAP SYSTEM METAL SYSTEM 

    

TROLLEY SYSTEM LAPTOP RISER COMPUTER RISER 

Keyboard Tray Sets 

Extend your productivity and help alleviate potential health issues like carpal tunnel syndrome by 
installing a Keyboard set to slide out from underneath your work surface. Then, type away! 

  

VALUE SET BEST SET ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT SET 

      

TRAY TRAY ARM Leal] MOUSE SE 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

ghee YET aa 17-\erg FXOM US IVAN TRAY PAD 5 

VALUE SET 20" 11" 21" 5,25" YES YES +/- 15° 

VALUE SET EXTENDED 20" V1" 21" 8.25" YES YES +/- 15° 

BEST SET 20" 10.5" 21" 8 YES YES +10° / -20° 

_BEST SET EXTENDED 20" 10.5" 23" 12.5" YES YES +10° / -20° 

ADJ HEIGHT TABLE SET 28.4” 10.75°(«11" 5,75" YES --YES-——(‘isé / -20° 

Shop more keyboard trays online! i ‘i 
www. cubicles! com/shop/keyboard-trays Ry cubicles.com is 

we're 50 much more than cubicles
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MONITOR ARMS 
  

See Things Eye to Eye 

Monitor arms lift your monitors up off your desk, which in turn lifts your gaze to a more comfortable 
eye level, straightens up your posture, and reduces neck strain. We offer three series at different 

price points. They all have single and dual monitor options, and can install via clamp or grommet. 
If you work with more monitors, we can also supply triple or quad monitor arms upon request. 

  

  

      

    

HEIGHT | MONITOR | MONITOR VESA LIFT 
TILT SWIVEL ROTATION | COLUMN SIZE LIMIT WEIGHT COMPAT. MECHANISM | FINISH 

ADJ. | LIMIT | | ! | 
BUDGET ARMS __ | -90'/+85° | 180° 360° 12.2" | 15"-27" | 17.6lbs.ea_ | 75/160mm | Gas Spring | Whit wiBlack Trim 

STANDARD ARMS | 90° +90° +1g0° «(| 15° | Up to 28" o oe 75/100mm | Manual Adjust | Silver 
| is. ea dual 

PREMIUM ARMS os +180° | 360° 9.5" | Up to 30" | 16.5 ibs.ea | 79/1COMM | Gas Spring | Black or White 

“4 ~V— 

BUDGET MONITOR ARMS STANDARD MONITOR ARMS 

   
ia 

PREMIUM MONITOR ARMS 
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POWER & DATA 
  

Electrical & Data Modules 

Stop spelunking under your desk with a headlamp. Now you can bring power and connectivity 
right to your table top - power outlets, USB ports, ethernet ports, HDMI ports - we have it all. 

-f aE . = 
~~ 

  

     
COVERED POWER CLAMP DUPLEX RECESSED POWER STRIP RECESSED POWER/DATA 

SINGLE POP-UP DOCK DUAL POP-UP DOCK QI WIRELESS PHONE CHARGER 

LED Task Lights 
Our LED lights offer tremendous energy savings over incandescent and fluorescent task lighting. 
They are available in 18” and 24”, easy-mount with magnets, and can be daisy-chained together. 

  

  

  

STANDARD LED MOTION SENSOR LED 

Wire Management 
With a variety of options, we can customize a wire management solution for any configuration. 

  

CABLE CLIPS CABLE TRAYS 

    cubicles.com 20 
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OFFICE SEATING 
  

  

Years of industry experience has taught us: 

Never underestimate the value 

of a comfortable office chair! 

  

Our inventory includes 100’s of ergonomic 

computer chairs, executive desk chairs, 

conference room chairs, office guest chairs, 

and specialty chairs for everything from 

training to break room, lounge to lobby. 

If your budget allows, go for the gold, or at 

least as close as you can get. Higher costs 

for office seating usually translate into better 

engineering and components, which means 

  

improved quality, durability, and comfort. 

   
  

cubicles.com 21 
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Shop great ‘office chairs online! 
www. cubicles:com/seating <

https://www.cubicles.com/products/office-furniture-chairs/
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BEST FOR: Saving Money Ships in 3-4 Weeks (@ 1-2 weeks) >$ 

  

  

~ GLIDE GLIDE GLIDE GLIDE SPRITE SPRITE SPRITE SPRITE Q2 02 02 

    

  

  

  

CREMA JAVA PEWTER SLATE BUTTER HARVEST KHAKI KIWI SAND SMOKEY PINE SURFSIDE 

: : ae 

GLIDE PASTURE PASTURE PASTURE SPRITE SPRITE SPRITE SPRITE MIDWAY MIDWAY MIDWAY 

STERLING BROOK GULL WING LINEN POWDER SHERBET SKY RYE SADDLE WHEAT 

   

  

   
SLEEK SPRITE STRATA STRATA STRATA 02 02 MIDWAY     

    
TERRACE TERRACE 
EARTH WAVE GRAPHITE SNOW CLOUD SAND SKY MAYMONT PEBBLECREEK OPAL 

eee 3 : eee ae 

SLEEK SLEEK CENTURY TRACTION TRACTION TRACTION BROWNS CANAL te JAMES MIDWAY 
NATURAL OVERCAST ASPEN PLATINUM EARTH WHEAT ISLAND WALK RIVER OASIS 

  

CENTURY CENTURY MIDWAY MIDWAY 02 02 COLONIAL DREW a wee MIDWAY 
FOSSIL ORO ALMOND CHAMBRAY CARYTOWN = CINDER NS COVE MINERAL 

CENTURY CENTURY STRATA STRATA STRATA STRATA STRATA PRIMETIME PRIMETIME PRIMETIME PRIME TIME 
DRIFTWOOD ATLANTIC CEMENT LATTE LINEN SEA STRAW MARINA SPRING STERLING TANGERINE 

ian 
ANTIQUE ae oo MCKINLEY WHITE 
WHITE WHITE NEBULA 

BU HF MT 

   

  

  

  

  

      

  

WF BU HF MT 

  

—ae screens & printers all show colors differently. Request physical samples before you order! 
“nf Maas 
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O, MODERN™ 
  

BEST FOR: Elevated Aesthetics, Fast! >>> Ships in 10 days! >>> $$$ 

Fabrics 

        
SAND DUNE DOVE GRAY CASCADE BLUE SEAFOAM WINTER TAUPE 

  

TOULOUSE DONNERY LOIRET SARAN MARSEILLE 

Work Surfaces 

   
CACTUS WILD TRANQUILITY ROCK CUSTOM OXFORD 

STAR CHERRY MAPLE GRAY WHITE 

Trim Paints & Panel Base 

{Gs 

| oaks 

\ | 

VY 
WHITE METALIC 
WONDER SILVER 

  

Computer screens & printers 

i Optio, f 
COMM 

all show colors differently. Request physical samples before you order! 
-* 
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Oo, NOW!™ 

BEST FOR: Tight Timelines & Small Quantities >>> Ships in 5-7 Days! >>> $$ 

  

  

  
  

  

    

  

  

Fabric Work Surfaces 

WHITE URBAN WALNUT ESPRESSO 

Trim Paints Panel Base 

SILVER WHITE BLACK 

Stocked Components 

~ 53” 53” 6/7” 

MONOLITHIC MONOLITHIC 
PANEL HEIGHTS PANEL WIDTHS ACCESSORIES 

39”H 24"W 3 DRAWER PEDESTAL 

" ti 2 DRAWER PEDESTAL 

et oe OVERHEAD BIN 
53”H GLASS TILE 36"W OPEN SHELF 

67”H 48"W TASK LIGHT 

Computer screens & printers all show colors differently. Request physical samples before you order! 

a 
View current options. online! Ji ; 
www. cubiéles! com/o2 now 8 cubicles.com 2s 
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https://www.cubicles.com/shop/modular-office-furniture
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OFFICE SPACE DESIGN, PLANNING & EXECUTION 
  

A Good Plan Goes a Long Way 
Skill and experience are vital to creating an optimal office space plan. Working with someone trained in the art and 
science of Computer Aided Design (CAD) can be one of your best office interior design tools. Finding one who's also 
well-versed in office furniture and demountable office walls & project management can be like hitting the office 
interiors jackpot. 

Our full service model provides a dedicated, hands-on team of corporate interiors professionals including 
designers, office space planners, specifiers and project managers who will deliver your commercial office 
project from a conceptual dream to a “ready to move in” reality. 

We'll develop a strategic business floorplan that takes all necessary factors into account: building codes, 

fire safety and ADA requirements, open concept vs. high privacy office environments, electrical & data 
cabling arrangements, acoustics and office noise reduction, departmentalized workflow, and more. 

Give us your office space dimensions and we'll deliver a plan that meets your needs, fits your budget, 
and exceeds your expectations. 

2D Business Floor Plans & Office Furnishing Selection 
t 1 _t T         
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OFFICE FURNITURE INSTALLATION & BEYOND 
  

At Your Service 

One of the best advantages to working with cubicles.com is that we’re a One-Stop-Shop. From 
empty office space to fully furnished office space and everything in between, our team is there 
to lead every step of the way. 

Our field services include full delivery & installation (D&I) for the business furniture you purchase. 
We coordinate delivery, assembly, and trash removal, as well as return service appointments as 
necessary for any corrections or adjustments. Our national network of dedicated and highly skilled 
professional D&I teams ensure that your assets are in caring and capable hands. 

Our other facility management services include: furniture disassembly, office moving and storage 

office furniture liquidation, inventory & asset management, carpet installation, drywall alternatives, 
painting, refinishing, acoustic management, IT and electrical services, and freight forwarding. 

Long story short, if it involves office interiors and furnishings, we can help. 
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https://www.cubicles.com/office-interiors-design

